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Abstract

An experimental multimodal disputation system, Mr.Bengo, is a knowledge based system
with multimodal user interfaces such as face
recognition, face generation, speech recognition, speech generation and a WWW browser.
Mr. Bengo deals with three agents - a prosecution, an defense attorney and the judge. The
prosecution and the attorney dispute about the
interpretation of legal rules. The user controls
the defense attorney to dispute with the prosecution. After the disputation nishes, the judge
decides the winner.
As the disputation is a two agent game, to
predict the opponent's move is important to
win the game. During disputation of the Mr.
Bengo, the face of each agent changes according to the status of disputation. Using the face
information, the user knows if the prosecution
nds the counter argument or not, which helps
him to search the good next move.

prosecution agent behaves autonomously by using a prede ned disputation strategy (Fig. 1(b)).
The New HELIC-II has a graphical user interface, and
the users have to indicate the next moves to their agents
by selecting commands in their windows. Though computer scientists are accustomed to the multiple windows
interface, it is troublesome for lawyers to use it.
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As legal knowledge is given by the statutory rules, it
seems easier to develop legal knowledge bases. However,
there are several diculties in statutory rules. One is
that some legal rules con ict each other. And the other
is that some legal rules are given by ambiguous predicates. Therefore, when they are applied to actual cases,
their meaning must be clari ed by interpreting them.
However, as there is no de nite way for interpretation,
in the legal court, the prosecution (or the plainti ) and
the defense dispute by insisting di erent interpretations.
On the analysis of legal disputes, we have developed
a legal reasoning system, the New HELIC-II [2] in the
Fifth Generation Computer Systems Follow-up Project.
This system consists of two software agents (a prosecution agent and a defense agent), and two users dispute
through these agents (Fig. 1(a)). If there is only one
user, he can dispute with computer. In such case, the











1 Introduction
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Figure 1: Disputation of the New HELIC-II
Apart from the research of the New HELIC-II, we
have developed multimodal interactive technologies in
the Real World Computing Systems Project, Tokyo University and Japan Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology. The objective of this research is to realize
natural interactive systems by combining software agent

technologies, image processing technologies, speech signal processing technologies and natural language understanding technologies. We have shown the e ects of
combining these technologies by developing several experimental systems.
Mr. Bengo is developed by combining these technologies. It is our rst trial which uni es the complex knowledge based system and the agent oriented multimodal
information processing technologies.
The objective of this research is to show the e ectiveness of multimodal user interface in the disputation
system. As the disputation is a two agent game, the
face representation of the agent a ects the strategy of
the opponent agent to select the next move.
In Section Two, we will show the architecture and the
functions of Mr.Bengo. In Section Three, submodules
of Mr.Bengo are introduced, and in Section Four, we
will discuss the e ectiveness of face representation during
disputation.

2 Overview of Mr.Bengo

Mr.Bengo is implemented on the SGI workstation INDYR4400 200MHz with a TV camera (IndyCam), a
microphone, a DAT player and a speech synthesizer
(Shaberinbou).
When Mr.Bengo system starts, it observes the user's
face in the IndyCam and compares it to face images in
the database. If Mr. Bengo succeeds in recognizing the
user, three faces appear in the screen. These faces corresponds to three agents - prosecution, the defense attorney and the judge (Fig.2).

(2) The user nds some issue point in the argument, and
tells the defense attorney to make a list of counter
arguments for the issue point. The user selects the
best counter argument in the list and tell the defense
attorney to present it to the prosecution.
(3) The prosecution compares his argument and the defense's counter argument, and insists that his original argument has priority over the counter argument.
(4) The user consults to judicial precedents through a
WWW browser to get materials to insist the counter
argument has the priority. However, as he fails to
nd the proper old case, he asks the defense attorney
to withdraw the counter argument.
(5) The defense attorney informs the prosecution to
withdraw the counter argument. Then, the judge
agent announces that the prosecution wins.
During the disputation, the user communicates with
agents only by speech, and he needs not to use a keyboard and a mouse. In addition to it, as the face image
of each agent changes according to internal state of the
agent. If the prosecution smiles, the user estimates that
it is dicult to nd a good counter argument because
the prosecution thinks he is sure to win. If the prosecution looks sad, the user may win because the prosecution
noticed that there is a good counter argument.

3 Modules of Mr.Bengo

Mr. Bengo consists of several modules (Fig. 3). The
basic modules are a disputation, a face recognition, a
speech recognition, a face image synthesis, a speech synthesis and a WWW browser. They are connected by
three managers.
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Figure 2: Initial stage of Mr.Bengo
The user disputes with the prosecution as following
example.
(1) At rst, the prosecution agent presents the initial argument to the defense attorney agent and the user.
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Figure 3: Architecture of Mr.Bengo
In this section, we will introduce the function of each
module.

3.1 Disputation module

The disputation module de nes the functions of three
agents. The judge agent has two functions - 'making
arguments' and 'comparing arguments'. The defense attorney agent has three functions - 'making arguments',
'comparing arguments', and 'disputation moves'. The
prosecution agent has four functions - 'making arguments', 'comparing arguments', 'disputation moves' and
'disputation procedure' (Fig.4). Each agent has a knowledge base which contains statutory rules, the judicial
precedents and common sense knowledge, and priority
of standpoints. Standpoints are criteria which are used
to compare the priority of con icting arguments. 'Protecting freedom of press', 'protecting human rights' and
'protecting social morals' are examples of standpoints of
the criminal law.
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Figure 4: The disputation module
(i) Making argument:

The 'making argument' submodule makes arguments for
a given conclusion (goal) by refering to rules. An argument is a minimal set of grounded rules which draws the
goal. A counter argument is an argument whose conclusion is a complement of the intermediate goal of the
original argument.
Following is an example of an argument and a counterargument. ArgA is an argument whose conclusion is
p(a), and ArgC is an counterargumment for ArgA because its nal conclusion :q(a) is a complement of q(a)
which is an intermediate goal in ArgA.
Ex.) ArgA f r1 : p(a) q(a); s(a):;
r2 : q (a)
r(a):;
f 1 : r (a):; f 2 : s(a): g.
ArgC f r3 : :q(a) t(a):;
f 3 : t(a): g.
(ii) Comparing argument:

The 'comparing argument' submodule compares an argument and a counter argument, and decides which has
priority. The priority of an argument is de ned by the
priority of rules included in each argument. Furthermore, the priority of a rule is de ned by the priority of
the standpoint of the rule. For above example, top rules

of ArgA and ArgC are r2 and r3. Let r2 and r3 contain
standpoints u and v respectively, and if u has priority
over v, then ArgA has priority over ArgC.
Generally, as the prosecution and the defense have different opinions about priority of standpoints, it can happen that the prosecution insists ArgA has priority and
the defense insists ArgC has priority. In such case, the
judge makes the nal decision according to the judge's
opinion.
(iii) Disputation moves:
The 'disputation moves' submodule prepares following
disputation moves which the prosecution agent and the
defense attorney agent can take.
(1) claim(Argument): An agent presents an argument to the opposite agent.
(2) show counter(Goal): An agent makes a list of
arguments for a given goal by using the 'making
argument' submodule.
(3) justify(Argument1, Argument2): An agent
makes a hypothesis of priority of standpoints in order that Argument1 has priority over Argument2.
(4) priority(Argument1,Argument2): An agent
calculates priority between Argument1 and Argument2.
(5) notify(Priority): An agent noti es the opposite
agent that an argument has priority over a counter
argument or not.
(6) cancel(Argument): An agent withdraws an argument.
(7) nish: An agent tells the opposite argument that
he wishes to nish the disputation.
The user of Mr.Bengo controls the defense attorney
agent by indicating one of above moves. For example,
when the prosecutor agent presents him an argument,
the user selects an issue point, and asks the defense attorney agent to make a list of counter arguments for it
by 'show counter' command. If he nds a good counter
argument in the list, he presents it to the prosecution
agent by 'claim' command. However, if he doesn't nd a
proper counter argument, he may nish the disputation
by ' nish' command.
(iv) Disputation procedures (Disputation strategy):

While the user of Mr.Bengo controls the defense attorney agent, the prosecution agent behaves autonomously
by using the disputation procedures.
The disputation procedure manages a progress of a
disputation as a regular automaton and gives an algorithm to select the next move for each state of the automaton. Following is an example of the disputation
procedure.
 () ! (show counter G List)
 (show counter G List) ! (claim A nil)

 (show counter G List) ! (f inish A nil)
 (cancel (claim B (issue C i))) ! (issue C i)
(v) An example of disputation:

Following is an example of a disputation of the criminal case. 'P', 'D', and 'A' mean an prosecution agent, a
defense (the user) and a defense attorney, respectively.
 (P!D:) \The defense should be punished by a crime
of death by negligence because he caused trac accident after he drank the beer and the victim died
of it."
 (A!D) \What shall I do?"
 (D!A) \I don't agree that the victim died of the

accident. Please try to make counter arguments for
it."

 (A!D) \First counter argument is that the victim





didn't died of the accident because he was not injured so much by the accident, and he had been
su ered from high blood pressure for a long time."
(D!A) \ Show it to the prosecution."
(D!P) \The victim didn't died of the accident because he was not injured so much by the accident,
and he had been su ered from high blood pressure
for a long time."
(P!D) \The victim had not been su ered from high
blood pressure so much because he had not taken
medicine for it."
.....

3.2 Face recognition module

The 'face recognition' module observes the human face
in the TV camera, compares it to pre-registered face
images and recognizes who he is.
To recognize faces, this module extracts the following
higher order local self correlation feature from training
face images.
xN (a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; aN ) =

Z

f (r)f (r + a1 ) 1 1 1 f (r + aN )dr

(1)
Here, f (r) is a image in the TV, (a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; aN ) is displacement.
The initial image feature based on this function is combined by the following function.
yj

=

M
X
i=1

aij xi

(j = 1; : : : ; N ) y = AT x

(2)

Here, fxi ji = 1; : : : ; M g is an initial image feature, faij g
is a coecient,
M is a number of the initial image feature, and AT is a transposed matrix of A = [aij ].

Figure 5: Example of expressions of agents
If a set of samples of K classes of initial feature vector
matrix A for linear discriminant analysis is obtained by
solving following equation.
6B A = 6W A3; AT 6W A = IN
(3)
Here, N is a dimension of discriminant space, and N 
min(K 0 1; m). 6B and 6W are inter-class covariance
matrix and a within-class covariance matrix.
When a new unknown image is given, its class is estimated by calculating y k = AT x k . Here, x is an initial
feature of the new image.
x is given as Ck = fxg (k = 1; : : : ; K ), the coecient

3.3 Face image synthesizing module

The 'face image synthesizing' module generates face images of three agents.
Each face image model consists of 800 vertex and
1500 poligons which have three dimensional coordinates.
Each face has ve expressions such as a normal image,
a angry image, a sad image, a delight image and a surprising image, and has several actions such as nodding
and winking (Fig. 5).
Drawing faces of agents are implemented by using
C++, OpenGL and GLUT. Following command, mface,
agent, obj are names of programs included in this module.
(1) command: It receives all drawing commands through
the socket.
(2) mface: It manages action of each agent based on
the received command, and sends drawing commands to
each agent.
(3) agent: It analyzes commands from mface, and sends
drawing commands to each obj.
(4) obj: It recognizes the status of an agent and the positions of the point of view and the light, and requires of
drawing to OpenGL.
(5) OpenGL: It draws the face of an agent.

(6) GLUT: It manages the window to which the OpenGL
draws.
(7) X: It presents windows to three agents, and displays
them on the screen.
3.4 Speech recognition module

This module consists of 'Speech feature extraction submodule' and 'speech management submodule'.
'Speech feature extraction submodule' analyzes speech
signal from a microphone, and generates a recognized
sentence as follows.
It recognizes the signal part from the noise part, extracts possible sequence of phonetics, selects the best
sequence of words by refering to a word dictionary and
Japanese grammar.
'Speech management submodule' receives the recognized Japanese sentence, make up with the context information, and generates a dispute command.
3.5 WWW browser

The 'WWW browser' is controlled by the speech. It consists of an interface library written in C and the modi ed
NCSA Mosaic which is controlled by outside processes.
The interface library includes following three functions
which are used to select WWW links.
1. Selection by anchor letters
By speaking the anchor letters in the Mosaic screen,
WWW links are retrieved.
2. Selection by index number
When a new WWW page is opened,anchor list is
presented to the users.
3. Selection by URL
3.6 Speech synthesizing module

We use the speech synthesizing module which is installed
into the speech synthesizer (Shaberinbou).

3.7 Managers

Basic modules which are introduced in previous sections
are combined by three managers - a total manager, input
manager and output manager.
The 'total manager' manages communication among
each module. As each basic module has di erent I/O
protocols, the total manager adapts them by changing
the form of some module's output to form of another
module's input.
The 'output manager' controls two modules - the face
image synthesizing and the speech synthesizing. When
each agent receives an argument from the opposite, if his
argument has priority, he smiles. However, if opposite's
argument has priority, his face becomes sad. Furthermore, if he found that it is dicult to nd the e ective
counter argument, his face becomes angry.
The 'input manager' controls the 'speech recognition'
module. While some input commands are sent to the

disputation module, and other commands are sent to
the WWW browser.

4 Face information and disputation

In this section, we will show that the expression of face
presents important information to the user.
As presented in the previous section, disputation is
conducted by exchanging disputation moves each other.
As there are several candidates of issue points and several
candidates of counter arguments, the user has to select
one for each disputation step. If some counter argument
contains a con ict with the arguments which the user
already presented previously, the user cannot present it
to the opponent. Therefore, if the user's disputation
strategy is inappropriate, he may loose the disputation.
In our disputation model, the prosecution agent and
the defense attorney agent has the di erent rule base and
the di erent priority of standpoints. Though both agents
don't know the opposite's knowledge, if they estimates
it, they can select the better move. They estimate opposite's knowledge by observing disputation moves which
the opposite has taken. For example, if the prosecution
insists some argument has prioriry over the other argument, we can estimate that some standpoint has priority
over the other standpoint in his opinion. The estimation
is realized by generating hypothesis by using abductive
reasoning technique. However, generally, the estimation
is not easy because there are lots of possible hypotheses
and there is no de nite way to select the best one.
In Mr.Bengo, the estimation of opposite's knowledge
becomes easier because the user can observe the face of
the prosecution agent changes. When the user presents
the counter argument to the prosecution, the user understands how the prosecution evaluates it because if
the counter argument has priority, his face becomes sad
state. Therefore, by observing representation of the face
of the prosecution agent, the quality of estimation of opposite's knowledge is improved.

5 Conclusion

We presented the overview of an experimental multimodal disputation system, Mr. Bengo. This system
shows that the natural user interface is realized by using multimodal information processing technologies. In
addition to it, we showed the representation of face
gives useful information for selecting the next disputation move because the defense can estimate the prosecution notices a candidate of e ective counter argument or
not. As our current disputation model is a kind of two
agent games such as Chess and Shogi, our research may
be applicable to the instructing system for these games.
We have been expanding Mr. Bengo to treat more
general negotiation which includes not only disputation
but reconciling. In the negotiation system, the role of
the face representation becomes more important.
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